Cloud computing is a technology of computing in which internet and central remote servers are provided "as a service" to users. This paper describes cloud computing model where users access virtual shared server on payment as per usage. Cloud Providers offer services that can be grouped into three categories termed as SaaS, PaaS, IaaS. The paper aims to provide a means of understanding the model and exploring research investors for complementing cloud computing technology.
Introduction
Cloud computing is a technology which uses the internet and central remote servers to maintain data and applications. Cloud computing allows the users to use any applications without having to install at computer with the help of internet connection. This technology provides efficient computing by centralizing storage, memory, processing and bandwidth [1] .
A simple example of cloud computing is Yahoo email, Gmail, or Hotmail etc. You don't need software or a server to use them. All a consumer would need is just an internet connection and you can start sending emails. The server and email management software is all on the cloud and is totally managed by the cloud service provider Yahoo, Google etc. The user gets to use the software alone and enjoy the benefits. For Example 'If you need milk, would you buy a cow?' All the users or consumers need is to get the benefits of using the software or hardware of the computer like sending emails etc. Just to get this benefit (milk) why should a consumer buy a (cow) software /hardware .Cloud computing users do not require having the physical infrastructure rather they hire the usage from the third party provider. They use the resources as a service and pay only for the resource that they use.
Computing Models
Cloud Providers offer services that can be grouped into three categories.
Software as a Service (SaaS)
: SaaS is the model in which an application is hosted as a service to customers who access it via internet. A single instance of the service runs on the cloud & multiple end users are serviced. On the customer's side, there is no need for purchasing software licenses, while for the provider, the expenses are lowered, since only a single application needs to be hosted & maintained [3] .
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Thus SaaS eliminates customer fears about application servers, storage, application development and related, common concerns of IT. Highest-profile examples are Salesforce.com, Google's Gmail and Apps, instant messaging from AOL, Yahoo and Google, and VoIP from Vonage and Skype and Microsoft, Zoho, etc.
Figure 1: Conceptual view of cloud computing
It can be divided into two categories:
Line of Business Service: These are business solutions offered to companies and enterprises. They are sold via a subscription service.
Customer-oriented Service: These services are offered to the general public on a subscription basis. More often they are provide on free of cost for advertising purpose. Example online gaming, web mail services [2] .
Platform as a Service (Paas):
This model provide development environment & offered as a service, upon which other higher levels of service can be built by the users .In other words PaaS provides virtualized servers on which users can run applications, or develop new ones, without having to worry about maintaining the operating systems, server hardware, load balancing or computing capacity. PaaS typically makes use of dedicated APIs to control the behaviour of a server hosting engine which executes and replicates the execution according to user requests.
LAMP platform (Linux, Apache, MySql and PHP), restricted J2EE, are some of the popular PaaS examples which meet the scalability requirements of the applications, PaaS also support web development interfaces such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Representational State Transfer (REST), which allow the construction of multiple web services [6] .
Paas Options:
2.2.1.1 Add-on development facilities: These allow existing SaaS applications to be customized often.
Stand-alone environments:
These environments do not include licensing, technical dependencies for general developments. Application delivery-only environments These environments supports hosting level services like security and on demand scalability.It reduces green house effect by the utilization of vacant resources of computer to increase the efficiency through improving utilization rate and reduce energy consumption [5, 13] .
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Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas):
It is referred to as Resource Clouds, provide resources as services to the users to provide enhanced virtualization capabilities Thus IaaS provides basic storage and computing capabilities as standardized services over the network. Servers, storage systems, networking equipment, data centre space etc. are pooled and made available to handle workloads. The customer would typically deploy his own software on the infrastructure [4] .
Figure 2: Cloud Model
Research Investors for complementing Cloud Technology
Many universities, vendors and government organisations are investing in research around the topic of cloud computing [10, 12] :
In October 2007, the Academic Cloud Computing Initiative (ACCI) was announced as a multi-university project designed to enhance students' technical knowledge to address the challenges of cloud computing [7] .
In April 2009, UC Santa Barbara released the first open source platform-as-a-service, AppScale, which is capable of running Google App Engine applications at scale on a multitude of infrastructures.
In April 2009, the St Andrews Cloud Computing Co-laboratory was launched, focusing on research in the important new area of cloud computing. Unique in the UK, StACC aims to become an international centre of excellence for research and teaching in cloud computing and will provide advice and information to businesses interested in using cloud-based services In October 2010, the TClouds (Trustworthy Clouds) project was started, funded by the European Commission's 7th Framework Programme. The project's goal is to research and inspect the legal foundation and architectural design to build a resilient and trustworthy cloud-of-cloud infrastructure on top of that. The project also develops a prototype to demonstrate its results.
In December 2010, the TrustCloud research project was started by HP Labs Singapore to address transparency and accountability of cloud computing via detective, data-centric approaches encapsulated in a five-layer TrustCloud Framework. The team identified the need for monitoring data life cycles and transfers in the cloud,
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leading to the tackling of key cloud computing security issues such as cloud data leakages, cloud accountability and cross-national data transfers in transnational clouds [8,9,] .
In July 2011, the High Performance Computing Cloud (HPCCLoud) project was kicked-off aiming at finding out the possibilities of enhancing performance on cloud environments while running the scientific applicationsdevelopment of HPCCLoud Performance Analysis Toolkit which was funded by CIM-Returning Experts Programme -under the coordination of Prof. Dr. Shajulin Benedict.
In June 2011, the Telecommunications Industry Association developed a Cloud Computing White Paper, to analyze the integration challenges and opportunities between cloud services and traditional U.S. telecommunications standards [11] .
Conclusion:
Cloud Computing represents one of the most significant shifts in information technology. Despite its growing influence, concerns regarding cloud computing still needs to be explored. Cloud providers are investing their next generation of systems to be deployed into Cloud Computing to gain the advantages of cloud participation. Many universities, vendors and government organizations are investing in research in field of cloud computing.
